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The 50th Sail Past Fleet

Commodore’s Report
Well, we got it done in true PSYC tradition, we can hold our heads high with pride on what was achieved in
our sailing and local communities, more detail elaborated within this “Bilge” by others so I will not repeat.
On all accounts the feedback from life members, past commodores, members, dignitaries and visitors on
the day and days afterwards the PSYC 50th Anniversary Celebrations were a great success. So once again
thank you to all our volunteers who made it happen, job well done!
Sail Port Stephens (SPS) is the next major event in our area (4th through 10th April) we have the largest
number of PSYC yachts entered for some time, across the Commodores Cup and Port Stephens Trophy.

SPS has called upon PSYC to provide support volunteers to several events and classes from keel yachts to
“off the beach”, to our competitors good luck and fair winds to bring home the trophies!
PSYC will be open for BBQ’s, Bar Service and Hospitality - Friday thru Sunday providing “local” activity
base in Soldiers Point, come along and say hello to the vising sailors.
Then into May and June we are hosting (as reported previously),
1. Australian Sports Boast Association Regatta.
a. Port Stephens Yacht Club has agreed to act as the organising authority, in conjunction with the
Australian Sports Boat Association (ASBA) running the Australian Sports Boat National Titles to
be held on the waters of Port Stephens NSW on 26th to 29th May 2022.
2. Soldiers Point Marina Lagoon Catamaran Event – 3rd & 4th of June 2022
a. Liaising with Carmen from Soldiers Point Marina.
b. Racing, Management & Hospitality at PSYC.
Thanks in advance to our PSYC volunteers working on, preparing, and generally helping make these
events a success!
Extra General Meeting (EGM) of PSYC scheduled for June 2022 at the PSYC clubhouse, members with
questions are encouraged to submit your questions directly addressed to PSYC Commodore via e-mail
commodore@psyc.com.au
Once received they will be added as an agenda item for reply at the meeting, still working out an actual day
date and time, to be advised shortly.
Michael Kirby,
Commodore

Vice Commodore’s Report
Hello all,

As we venture into our Autumn season the weather is still giving us a hard time, with a couple of race
ABNs, and most events being held in Strong Wind Warnings, but I guess that’s just sailing at this time of
year. Fortunately, we are way better off than some people up North. While it has affected some
members, at least the COVID monster has not shut us down this year and pleased that we continue and
fingers crossed for another successful season of sailing.
The 50th was a hit and thanks to all for going to the effort of supporting the sail past and providing a great
representation of our club. Some fantastic flags and effort put in including 2 demonstrations of recovery
from groundings. The day was not perfect weatherwise but looking at the general weather at the moment
enabled the sail past to go ahead, and we were lucky to get what we got.
Next big thing is the Sail Port Stephens regatta and our support. Again the club is supporting on water and
at the club (volunteers needed and thanked in advance).
Other thing will be upcoming Max and Edna Berman trophy race and cruise on Easter Saturday, again a
good opportunity to show our club in a friendly no extras race to Shoal Bay and back (if conditions allow).
Details on the website soon.

Some pictures of an Etchells, not so cruisy!!

Spot the members!

As always keep looking at the website for any updates, happy sailing, stay away from the hard bits, respect
the rules, and hopefully see you out there on the water soon.
Rick Pacey, Vice Commodore

By Robin Foley

Robin Foley was tasked with unearthing as much history as possible to create a small booklet to be made available to
members as a souvenir of our special celebration. Robin combed through over 165 past issues of The Quadrant (the
original newsletter), and more recent editions of The Bilge; she interviewed multiple past Commodores and Life
Members, as well as other members of our Club for their memories of the Club as it was during their tenure; she
pleaded for photos to enhance the readability of the booklet and was mostly successful. The many hours of
compiling the information, typing and formatting it came to fruition with the publication of the booklet in time for
the 50th Anniversary celebrations on Saturday 19th March 2022.
The 95-page booklet contains a historical timeline of significant events during the lifetime of the Club. There are
reflections from various past Commodores for each decade; a section on the building of the clubhouse shows the
determination and hard work of the early members to create a permanent ‘home’ for club functions. A history of the
Club would not be complete without sharing the details of several key features of the Club: The Quadrant, the
burgee, the Pacific Rim Yacht Challenge and of course two important memorial trophy races: The Max and Edna
Berman Trophy and the Jack Hollman Memorial Trophy. The book concludes with a list of the Past Commodores and
Life Members as well as all the Club Champions over the years.
If you have not yet obtained your copy of this wonderful tribute to our Club, please bring your $10 to the clubhouse
any Wednesday or Saturday afternoon where Robin will be happy to sell you a booklet! Alternatively, you can order
a copy through RevSport with this link: https://www.revolutionise.com.au/psyc/shop/

PICS of the People – 50th Anniversary

Pirate Pete Ballard with John Sharp
Frank Morsley, Joe Jory, Gaven Walmsley, Poul Jensen.

John Payne, Judy Plante, Di Kirby and Lyn Webster.

Jenny Frost with Heather Atkins from the starters crew

Marine Rescue team members.
Peter Young
Krystyna Winslow
Glenyce Lumsden

Kate Washington, Heather Atkins, Jenny Frost,
Cr.Leah Anderson.

Congratulations to Raffle Winners!
Nelson Bay Marine at Soldiers Point - 20% discount (up to $400 value)
Soldiers Point Marina Overnight berthing up to 49'
Wine and Gourmet Food Hamper from PSYC
Wine and Gourmet Food Hamper from PSYC
Wine and Glasses from PSYC
Wine and Glasses from PSYC
Tynan Wines Shiraz
Tynan Wines Blanc de Blanc
Two Bobs Bakery $20 voucher and Gourmet Sauces
Two Bobs Bakery $20 voucher and Gourmet Sauces
Allure Beaute $100 voucher
Hawaiian Heart Massage 30% Discount
Guys Choice Cuts $20 voucher and Gourmet Recipe Book
The Deck Café $50 voucher
C21 Nelson Bay donated Bottle Wine & Chocolates
C21 Nelson Bay donated Bottle Wine & Chocolates
Atelier Mode de Vie Scented Candle Pack

Barry Kalousek
Bob Crampton
David Simm
Donna Wilcock
Sam Kirby
Martyn Jeggo
Doug Curtis
Lorna Coonerty
Laurie Hughes
Gordon Dyer
John Humphries
Lorna Coonerty
Pauline McCarthy
Gordon Dyer
Donna Wilcock
Heather Atkins
Jane Foster

And many thanks to the local businesses that
supported our 50th Celebrations through raffle prizes,
holding stalls on the day and ongoing sponsorship.
Marine Rescue Ports Stephens,
Marine Outlet, Tynan Wines, Nelson Bay Marine

Our new Magnificent
Wooden trophy
donated by the
Seysener Brothers,
Frank and Fred as a
Perpetual Trophy.

SAIL PAST YACHTS

Hanini Bay

Yulunga won the best dressed yacht
award for it’s NO WAR theme in Ukranian
colours
Yulungaroo and others

Smoking Ceremony at PSYC

Justin Ridgeway ; conducting the Smoking Ceremony

50th Anniversary
Celebrations
By Peta Oliver
It was a bit of a dicey start to the day with heavy downpours in the morning which meant the planned outdoor stalls
all needed to move inside. The Tall Timbers band with our very own Pete Symes were set up on the dancefloor
upstairs. After a bit more furniture shuffling Marine Rescue set up their tables upstairs along with Lisa Gilbert from
MarineOutlet.com.au who had a large array of heavily discounted sailing gear available for purchase. If you missed
out on getting a bargain on the day check out the website as the prices for the best gear are always discounted.
Mark from Tynan Wines was there to greet all with a tasting of his best drops as visitors ambled by the Volvo engine
Matt from Nelson Bay Marine had on display. Coffees were flowing to warm everyone until about 11am when the
skies cleared to a lovely sunny afternoon. Just in time for our presentations to set up outdoors for the Welcome to
Country and Smoking Ceremony to cleanse the spirits, delivered by Justin Ridgeway on a piece of land with great
significance to him personally.
PSYC Commodore Michael Kirby welcomed dignitaries, Kate Washington MP, Councillor Leah Anderson, Air
Commodore Tim Alsop as well as Justin Ridgeway to our Club and celebrations. While the music was temporarily
stopped for attendees to move to the caravan and flagpole which was decorated with a code of flags for the Sail Past
participants to decipher.
As the Sail Past began, albeit with a slow start, the boats were greeted with a large crowd gathered along the
shoreline and the spectators’ eyes fell on a procession of boats decorated with numerous flags, banners and
pennants and there were even a few pirates among flotilla. Following this most vessels retired to the marina,
courtesy of Soldiers Point Marina making numerous berths available to the Club for the day. Sailors and guests alike
then made their way up to the Club for more music and festivities, rehydration at the bar where they awaited the
awarding of the prize for the best dressed boat and revealing of the most canny sailor of all who had deciphered the
coded flags. Congratulations to Caitlin MacDonald of Kaos who decoded the message in the flags “1972, PSYC 50th,
PSYC 4 U” and Yulunga continuing the reputation to be a force majeure for any Best Dressed Boat awards.
Frank and Fred Seysener, brothers who were involved as early as 1965 presented a Perpetual Trophy as they gave a
speech describing the efforts that had gone into the previous attempts to start a club on the point. It seems it was
third time lucky (but more likely after massive efforts from several founders and members through the years) that
PSYC has grown to be what it is today, 50 years on.

Marine Rescue set up their display upstairs
MarineOutlet.com.au Stall with amazing
discounts on the best brands of sailing gear

Merchandising and food stalls.
PAMPA Brasilian BBQ food van served
some delicious freshly prepared food
to tantalise the tastebuds

Expresso 2U did great coffees in the
morning

Members attended a very informative Emergency
Preparedness Workshop facilitated by Ivan Signorelli
using materials created by Jackie Parry, of Sistership
Training.
The Workshop focused on: Retrieving a man
overboard. Losing a rudder. Materials and tools
handy to plug a through- hull that has failed? When
to call a Mayday and when to call a Pan Pan. These
and other scenarios were provided in templates for future reference inshore and off-shore.
It was stressed the need to have personal details for all crew, their contacts, including next of kin in case of a serious
accident.
At one point in the discussion of a long list of possible incidents for which it is advisable to prepare boat and crew, a
participant was heard to say “Let’s sell the boat and buy a caravan”.
Cherylle Stone.

Welcome.
New Sailing Members

family Cameron Chick and Sally Close and William Close

Also welcome the vessel Nora J, to the PSYC fleet!

New social member - Patricia Samuels
Also a warm welcome to Sail Pass members - We hope you have enjoyed your time on the
water in Port Stephens and look forward to seeing you out there again and hope you will take out a sailing
membership in the near future.
Mariana

Barbosa

Dora

Hugo

Adam

Naylor

Michael

Bott

Mackenzie

Landa

Carl

Robinson

Marian

Sampson

Colin

Maughan

OLGA

BUSH-OTTEN

Jane

Smith

Travis

Johnston

Warwick

Stuart

Nathan

Segal

Caroline

Boyd

Peta Gay

Railton

Peter

Nash

Meg

Flack

Annette

Wilson

Marian

Sampson

Abbey

Maughan

Troy

Beilken

Sally

Shepard

Lauren

Crowther

Jeanne

Socrates

Veronica

Seo

Ben

Crowther

Karen-Anne

Bergesen

Jaeden

Romano

Lynne

Clarke

Benjamin

McMahon

Alessio

Vernacchio

Michelle

BEILKEN

Amber

Hamilton

Tom Slingsby led the Australia SailGP Team in San Francisco: to a stunning victory and secured a place in history,
after beating Japan and USA in the final drama fuelled race.
The first Grand Final race in fact had to be abandoned, after a whale was sighted breaching inside the course, just as
the Australians had cinched the lead. But not one to be rattled by adversity, Slingsby proved the team’s superior
tactical prowess and brute strength in the second scheduled Grand Final race. Hey girls, Nina Curtis made history as
the first female athlete in a SailGP team to win a SailGP Grand Final. Curtis, on board as a tactician, provided key
tactical calls to the team.
It was a trifector for Australia with Slingsby in the Aussie boat Nathan Outteridge skippering the Japanese and Jimmy
Spithill Skippering USA. Wow how is that?!

WHO IS PETER FOSTER?

If you were a member of PSYC between 1995 and 2009 Peter would have been no stranger, but for those of you
more recent members, here is a little background of this valued Life Member of our Club.
Peter and Jane Foster came to Port Stephens to live in 1995, having left their much-too-chilly home in Bathurst,
NSW. They had spent some time looking for an alternative place to call home, from Gerringong to Yamba, but
settled on Soldiers Point, Port Stephens with which they were already quite familiar due to having spent family
holidays in the area during the 1980s. Both the proximity of their rented home to the clubhouse, and the fact that
Peter had sports clubs and indeed sports in his blood (he played cricket, rugby union and field hockey in his younger
years and was later involved in multiple sports committees), it was inevitable that he should be curious about what
was going on in that red brick building on Wednesday and Saturday afternoons.
Peter believes that his first foray into the clubhouse was just before Christmas in 1995 when the Club was holding
their annual Christmas party. There were two men sitting at the bar upstairs, one of whom was Poul Jensen and the
two men became firm friends from then on.
Peter continued going to the Club for a beer on Wednesdays and Saturdays, and was always warmly welcomed,
being a community-minded sort of fellow. In fact, with a background of having been an Alderman in Bathurst as well
as deputy mayor for 30 years, and secretary for a number of sporting clubs, it wasn’t long before his talents were
recognised and he was inspired (or coerced?) into a position on the committee – that of secretary, in spite of not
being a sailor.
Joining the committee as secretary in 2003, two of Peter’s first recommendations to the committee were: 1. To
reduce the cost of a social membership from $40pa to $10pa. and 2. Whenever a new person came into the
clubhouse “we had to welcome them, shake their hand, buy them a drink, and make them feel special.” While he
now admits that perhaps the ‘buying them a drink’ didn’t often happen, the warm welcome did, and by the end of
his first year as secretary, the membership had bloomed to over three hundred members, including a large number
of social members (up to 120 at the peak).
The social members came from all over, Peter recalls – locals, around the Soldiers Point area who could come in for a
quiet drink (no pokies and no Keno was the tag line), visitors from Sydney and even the country.
The “Sunset Socials” as the Friday night BBQs were known, were another initiative of Peter’s. Designed to create an
informal and collective dining experience, attendees would bring their own meat to grill on the BBQ as well as a side

dish or dessert to share (there was no need to bring food for more than two to four people as there was always
plenty of food to share). The Club organised a roster for a BBQ person (who would get the BBQ ready and then clean
it and put it away), a ‘host/ess’ (who would get the tables and chairs upstairs ready, as well as plates, cutlery and
glasses – he/she would also welcome the members and guests and place the shared food on a table and collect the
$2 payment for the dishwasher) and an RSA for the bar. All those who attended would pay $2 a head to join in and
the funds were used to pay one of the teenaged boys or girls of members to wash up after the event. These were a
huge success and apparently there were some memorable dishes brought to the Club, including Bill Haskell’s famous
cauliflower cheese! There were regular numbers of dinner guests from 40 to 70 people and once a month a guest
speaker would be invited to share a tale or two about something nautical. All in all, these events were a huge
success because they cost the Club nothing and generated tremendous goodwill among the locals and members
alike.
Remembering that these times were prior to emails and regular internet use, Peter also initiated a monthly
newsletter (in addition to the quarterly “Quadrant”) to keep members informed. This was a single typed sheet and
contained such information as details of new members, “do’s and don’ts”, and sailing news. This was handed out to
members, dropped in letterboxes around the neighbourhoods or posted to members further afield. The newsletter
was called “The Bilge” and from this early start, our newsletter today sprang forth! There was also “The Dodger”, a
leaflet that went out to the caravan park and other local businesses, which advertised when our clubhouse was
open for drinks and Sunset Socials. This attracted many visitors as well.
Particularly enjoyed by many were the social cruise days when non-sailors were welcomed on board for a social
cruise, occasionally a fun race, other times rafted up in Fame Cove or similar for a picnic lunch.
Peter said. They really enjoyed themselves in those days.
In spite of his busy schedule as Club secretary, Peter was also running a B&B with his wife Jane in their home, as well
as organising golf tours to Port Stephens for keen golfers from Sydney and around NSW. Talk about a multi-tasker!
Peter retired his position as Club secretary in 2009, after 7 years of dedicated work to the Club. As with all his
endeavours, he gave it his all, and Club members have much to be thankful for his wonderful achievements. Today,
he and Jane live quietly in Fingal Bay.

The Wheelbarrow and the Volunteer. (A True Story)
By John Grainger
It is mid morning Thursday.
The phone rings, its Peter Foster calling.
“The notorious fraudster?”
“No you idiot, Peter Foster from the sailing club.”
‘Almost the same thing; What does he want?’
‘You and your wheel barrow.’
‘When does he want it?’
‘Now!’
I will put him on.
“Hello Peter, what’s up?”
We are short of labor for the working bee starting at once. Have you a wheel barrow?
“Sort of.”
“Good , and bring your mate Keith too.” (Keith is playing golf. No chance!)

I raced around and eventually found the barrow under a pile of wet leaves.
I extricated it from the garden and found the tyre was flat. Time was ticking on.
Where was the air pump?
Can’t find it.
Decide to load it and head for the petrol station.
Swing barrow around to the car tailgate.
……Orange, muddy water ooses out of the handles and down my trouser leg. DAMN!
Spend vital minutes draining it.
Finally load and slide the barrow into the back of 4WD.
Clap hands together then rub wrists and arms. Bull ants everywhere!! Hurl barrow out of car and bounce it
on the road. Keep moving so ants do not crawl up legs. Now sweep back of car quickly then reload barrow.
Proceed to air hose at Mobil Servo. Just beaten by elderly physically challenged gent checking the first of
his five tyres. More precious minutes fly by.
Eventually I got the air hose to the wheel and squeeze the trigger hard. Less than five seconds and the wheel
is rock hard. Maybe too hard:
Oops I thought I heard a popping noise as I drove off. Never mind, lets head off to the working bee.
Arrive twenty minutes late. Push barrow proudly up and shovel some sand in.
Look down at barrow. The wheel has split under the unusual air pressure. Damn!!
Then I meet the aforementioned Peter Foster.
“Sorry John; too late for a barrow now. Can’t you help with the shed erection!@%$Q!”

Commodore’s Cup, Sail Port Stephens
Entries from the Port Stephens Yacht Club
51st Project

Julian Bell

Rumbo

Guy Holbert

She’s The On Michael Kirby
Shere Khan

Ross Kelly

Smoke and Mirrors

David Rundle

Una Vita

Ken Peachey

Wubaray

Dennis Hume/ Ross Bell

Elusive

Rick Pacey/Graham Smith

View south from club carpark
–A ten minute sketch
by
Caitlin MacDonald, age 11.

By: Paul Sinclair
In early January I heard that a friend, Greg Edwards, was taking his Pittwater based Magpie 34 yacht
Swagman down to Tasmania. His plan was to base Swaggie in the Prince of Wales Bay Marina Hobart, and
then go down multiple times through the year. I put up my hand to help and was taken on as the third
crew member for the journey. As is the current norm, various COVID related things happened, and the trip
was postponed/maybe cancelled. The issues were resolved by late January and the weather was looking
good for a start date of Saturday 29th Jan except our other crew member was ill and not going to be able to
come. It was now to be two handed. As Greg has 1 Sydney Hobart and many other long distant east coast
regattas as fore deck and more recently sail trim/strategist I felt in good hands.
Swaggie is a tiller steered open cockpit boat fitted with a Raymarine ST2000 tiller pilot, wind, depth and
log. We had Navionics charts on a tablet below decks and on two phones for above deck/arrival use. The
new radio with AIS did not eventuate as the factory burnt down. Greg also had PredictWind installed on
the tablet and phone which we used for forecasting and weather routeing. (Predict Wind is something that
I will get before Bev and I cruise again.) Although being an open cockpit, Swaggie proved to be a
remarkably dry boat with very little water getting us.
I joined Greg on Swaggie on Friday 28th and we overnighted at Coasters Retreat in Pittwater. 06:30
Saturday 29th Jan we were underway, heading for Jervis Bay. As predicted the wind was very light so we

motored until about 10:30 when the wind filled in at 15 Kts NE pushing us along at 5 Kts SOG. The wind
built gradually through the day, so we put a reef in the main and the furling headsail while still maintaining
more than 5 Kts. By late afternoon the NEster dropped out and we continued under motor throughout the
night. The sea was glassy, although around 01:00 on Jan 30 th a few small squalls passed through. As we
passed Pt Perpendicular dolphins came by looking like phosphorescent torpedoes. We were puzzled by a
patch of white lights in the middle of the bay which in the light of day was a RAN warship at anchor. 03:00
saw the anchor down at Montague Roads and us heading for a sleep. The rest of Sunday we relaxed and
enjoyed the beautiful sunny weather between snoozes.
Monday morning was again delightful weather. After upping anchor at 11:45 Jan 31 st we motored out of
JB and by 13:00 had a 12-18 Kts NE/ENE and then finally N wind which provided beautiful sailing in very
slight seas. We were averaging over 6 Kts SOG. At 21:00 with the wind dropping down to 10 Kts and
under, and night descending, we put the night reef in the main, pulled in the heady and went to motoring.
We now commenced our 3-hour watch roster which we maintained until reaching Tasmanian east coast
waters. The wind continued to decrease through the night until in the pre-dawn light the sea looked like a
lake of mercury with a gentle swell rolling across its surface. We reached the Bermagui Harbour entrance
at about 06:00 on Tuesday 1st February. Despite the apparent calm the swell was breaking halfway across
the harbour entrance, requiring some quick manoeuvring to get through safely. By 07:00 we were tied up
at the T arm of the Fishermen’s Co-Op with a cup of cocoa and a whiskey.
The break at the harbour entrance continued through most of the day with all the locals telling us that it
was very unusual. The plan based on PredictWind and BOM forecasting was to lay over in Bermagui until
Friday or Saturday when we would have a sustained window of SE winds in the 10 to 25 Kts range all the
way across Bass Straight and down the Tasmanian east coast. We had a wander through Bermagui and a
good dinner at the Country Club. We took the opportunity to top up with fuel, water and some grocery
supplies. We also found an excellent bakery with very tasty sourdough breads. The weather window
firmed up for a Friday morning departure.
Friday 4th February after again checking all weather sources we
headed out of Bermagui at 09:30 and put up a reefed main. We
were on our way to Coles Bay on the Freycinet Peninsula,
Tasmania. We were almost immediately hit by a constant
barrage of squalls with winds varying from 10 Kts to 35 Kts SE.
This continued until around 13:00 when winds abated to the 15
Kts forecast. During this period the mounting block for the tiller
pilot cracked and we were now looking at hand sailing the rest
of the journey. With the gentler wind we sailed on under reefed
main and full headsail. This, however, was very short lived, as
again the squalls started with the SE wind ranging up and down
from just under 20 Kts to up to 39 Kts in a matter of minutes.
PSYC Crew Paul Sinclair
The swells (1 southerly and 1 easterly) and seas built and built.
Swaggie was handling the conditions very well and as
mentioned we kept relatively dry. We maintained a single reef in the main and with the genoa on a single,
double and handkerchief reef as conditions changed. We could not understand what was going on as the
BOM weather observations from Green Cape, just 40 miles away, were showing as “Calm”. As the
afternoon wore on with conditions not improving and Eden just to the SW Greg and I decided that stopping
in Eden was the wise and safe choice. By 20:30 we had dropped anchor in the gratefully, very calm waters
of Twofold Bay besides the woodchip terminal. Chocolate and whiskey fortified us long enough to heat
and eat Greg’s delicious minestrone soup. After the very strenuous day, no alarms were set for the
morning.

Saturday 5th February, we were up at around 07:00 and Greg found the spare tiller pilot mounting block
which he glued and screwed in place. We waited 24hr for maximum adhesion before testing and it was
fine. As Greg wasn’t certain about the strength of the new block, we did mostly hand steer unless
motoring. The forecast remained as 15 – 20 Kts SE so we headed out at 0900 to see what the reality was
today. We still found squalls coming through with the wind ranging from mid-20’s up to 35 Kts but the
seas were significantly lower, so we pressed on to Tassie with reefed main and headsail. As we passed
Green Cape (BOM observations were still “CALM”, grrr!) and we headed further east conditions started to
settle and by 1500 the sun was finally out. With 20 Kts SE wind we were having a beautiful sail with the
reefed main and double reefed headsail driving us along at 5.5+ Kts SOG. We settled into a pretty stable
weather pattern with wind SE to ESE mostly in the 20 Kts range with some sustained low 30s Kts periods
during Saturday. We maintained the single reef main and the headsail with a single or double reef until off
the Tasmanian coast. We were averaging 6+ Kts SOG. The swells picked up over Saturday night as a
combined NE and SE swells set in. The crossing was uneventful, and it feels like a blur. Three-hour
watches, staring at the wind instrument display, steering to keep the wind at between 40 o – 50 o or 50 o 60 o to port depending on wind direction. With mostly overcast skies there was little to set a heading by.
End of watch meant writing up the log, preparing some food and then off to sleep. Repeat. We did have
good, shared mealtimes while under way. A reheated Lamb casserole I brought, tortellini with pasta sauce
and a repeat of Greg’s Bermagui minestrone. Breakfasts were bircher muesli with yoghurt and nuts while
lunches were packaged tune/rice/veg combos.
Around 0300 Monday 7th we were passing well to the east of Flinders Island and the other Bass Straight
islands with the wind fading as had been forecast. We commenced motor sailing with the reefed main
only while still maintaining around 6 Kts SOG.
During the midnight to 3 am watch I had an encounter with what turned out to be a trawler. Just two
white lights (I presume that nav lights must have been mounted fairly low and obscured by the swell) that
were heading towards us. Over the next 40 minutes I turned 20 o then 40 o and then 60 o to starboard as it
was also changing direction and appeared to be following us. Eventually It turned away and I resumed
course only to find it heading towards us again, but this time not looking like it was on a collision course.
We each saw a large ship on different night watches and Greg had a whale encounter during a daylight
watch.
Over the course of Monday, we drew ever closer to the
Tasmanian coast. We passed Wineglass Bay only about 2 miles
off and we now angled in towards Schouten Passage (between
Schouten Island and Freycinet Peninsula). We decided that in the
interest of getting to anchor well before dark we would anchor at
Bryans Beach rather than Coles Bay as intended. It was a
beautiful location, pristine water and a white sandy beach. We
dropped anchor in 7 m on a sandy bottom at 1700. WE HAD
ARRIVED! Hot Chocolate and a whiskey to celebrate. It was an
exhilarating feeling knowing that we had managed the crossing of
Bass Straight in a very uneventful manner. The next morning
there was a swim and deck shower to wash of three days of stink
from living in wet weather gear!
Greg Edwards Owner of Swagman

Triabunna for a couple of nights.

We then spent the next week pottering along the east coast
through to Hobart, amazing at the brilliance of this area as a
cruising ground. We stopped at Maria Island and then went into

We can heartly recommend the pub for its food (local scallops, duck, goat curry…) and friendly publicans.
The weather remained pretty kind, so we mixed sailing and motoring as needed. We stopped off at Pirate
Bay on the east of the Tasman Peninsula before passing through the very narrow passage between Tasman
Island and the peninsula. Something only to be attempted in calm seas! It was then on to Port Arthur. We
had planned to dinghy ashore, but we had a pretty windy day so stayed aboard. Both sides of the Tasman
Peninsula abound with interesting and safe anchorages tucked into a coastline of soaring cliffs backed by
rugged mountains.
Then it was Monday 14th February, and we commenced the final leg into Hobart. We initially had a good
wind and a delightful sail with dolphins swimming with us for about 2 hours and a seal. As the day
progressed the wind came around behind us and dropped off under 10 Kts. We motor sailed the rest of
the way up Storm Bay, into the Derwent, past Constitution Dock, under the Tasman Bridge and finally into
the marina at Prince of Wales Bay.
We were elated and feeling a little unreal to have finally completed our journey of over 700 NM two
handed. We celebrated with Larks single malt whiskey which Greg had acquired after his Sydney Hobart
race. Delightful.

The
Blade

The narrow “Blade” Passage: Which we took the boat through. It is only 100 M wide Must be taken in
the Calmest Weather. The passage leads on to Storm Bay and then on to Hobart.

The Cake:

On Saturday 25th March, Robin
Foley brought her yummy
Birthday Cake to the Club to
celebrate the real Birthday of the
inaugural meeting on March 25th
1972

Yacht Register as at 01/04/2022
This represents the current boats registered for racing with PSYC. If you have any
updates, contact: Rossco MacDonald
club.captain@psyc.com.au 0438 288 684

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Yacht Name

Name

Surname

Yacht Type

Length
Sail No. (ft)

51st PROJECT
CHILLI
CIPRIANI
COLORADO
CRAZY LITTLE THING
ELUSIVE
EUSEMERE
EXALTE
FRIENDS
GIFT HORSE
HANINI BAY
HERON
JIA
KAOS
KARDINIA
LIBERTY
MADNESS
NEIGHBOURS HOOD
NORA J
RAPTOR
RYTHYM
SERENADE
SHERE KHAN
SHE'S THE ONE
SMOKE & MIRRORS
SOLANDA
SUBZERO
TANGIER
THIEF of TIME
TWITCHER
TWO WAY STREET
UNA VITA
WUBARAY
YULUNGA

Julian
David
Geoff
William
Clive
Rick
Jack
Craig
Peter
Andrew
John
Steven
Chris
Ross
Edward
Shep
Alan
Martyn
Cameron
Richard
Ian
Stuart
Ross
Michael
David
Peter
Cherylle
Doug
David
Steve
John
Ken
Dennis
John

Bell
Simm
Campbell
Paradice
Jones
Pacey
Miaskowski
Tucker
Symes
Parsons
Nederlof
Jory
Bebb
MacDonald
Bowen
Shepard
Croft
Jeggo
Chick
Kerr
Barnard
Manley
Kelly
Kirby
Rundle
Ballard
Stone
Cross
Ramsay
Plante
Humphreys
Peachey
Hume
Grainger

Beneteau 51
Corsair 24
Northshore 38
Hunter 39
Viper 640
Bavaria Match42
Jeanneau 11
E-Yacht 332
Etchell
Beneteau 18
Passage 33
Hood 23
Swanson 32
Cole 32
Hood 23
Jeanneau Sun Odyssey
Gerry 14
Hood 23
Seawind 1000
Elliot 9.6
Adams 36
Adams 21
Flying Tiger
NSX 38
Enigma 34
Santana 22
Grainger Cat.
Noelex 30
S80
Beneteau 35
Noelex 25
NorthShore 11.2
Melges 24
Spacesailer 27

7109
C750
1164
H39
AUS183
6608
PS 207
5872
1049
PS18
4339
1348
259
SA59
3769
??
25
MH 126
10034
6368
HKG7285
39
FT77N
5713
M7
649
PS75
73140
2725
4944
1000
MH 11
AUS19
36

50
24
38
39
21
42
36
33
22
18
33
23
32
32
23
37
14
23
36
32
36
21
32
38
34
22
43
30
26
35
25
37
24
27

A great afternoon was had by all our female helms on March 13th for our celebration of International
Women’s Day, despite the weather yet again trying its best to hamper our fun. This time, instead of the
very strong and gusty winds we had back in October, we had very light air, which was competing, very
unsuccessfully, with a considerable amount of flood water gushing out of the Karuah River.
Of our 6 starters, Crazy Little Thing shot ahead and was way in front at the Salamander mark. The rest of
the fleet caught up a little on the way to the island, where we were due to head back to Salamander again
prior to the final leg home. It soon became apparent though that nobody was going anywhere fast,
demonstrated by CLT who sat stubbornly in a hole for what seemed like a lifetime. Only Mel and Penny’s
singing pierced the stillness! The course was duly shortened, and it must have been agonising for CLT to
watch several boats slip through the inside to beat them on scratch to the finish.
A huge congratulations to Jen Hills and Kaos who made it 2 out of 2 on handicap across our October and
March races, well done! Also massive thanks to Peta Oliver, Peter Saxon-Williams and Rita Murray for
doing starter duties, to Peta Oliver for manning the bar, to Hawaiian Heart Massage for their very generous
sponsorship of the series, and of course to the wonderful boat owners who handed over their boats for the
race. Thank you!
The Women’s Point Score series continues to be very well supported each week, its very rare now for us to
have insufficient boats for a result which is great to see. Lets keep it up!
Happy Sailing! Cheers, Deb Wellwood

Crazy Little Thing

Fiona Sinnett-Smith
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Michael Kirby
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Secretary

Penny Meakins

secretary@psyc.com.au

0416 357 357

Director
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Director

Peta Oliver

director1@psyc.com.au
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Director

Jan Payne

director3@psyc.com.au
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John Grainger
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